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Q1. Classification of different stoping methods.        

 Ans:-           Classification of stoping methods 
A. Stopes naturally supported. 
1. Open stoping. 
(a) Open stopes in small ore bodies. 
(b) Sublevel stoping. 
2. Open stopes with pillar supports. 
(a) Casual pillars. 
(b) Room (or stope) and pillar (regular arrangement). 

B. Stopes artificially supported. 
3. Shrinkage stoping. 
(а) With pillars. 
(b) Without pillars. 
(c) With subsequent waste filling. 
4. Cut-and-fill stoping. 
5. Stulled stopes in narrow veins. 
6. Square-set stoping. 

C. Caved stopes. 
7. Caving (ore broken by induced caving). 
(a) Block caving; including caving to main levels and caving to chutes or branched raises. 
(b) Sublevel caving. 
8. Top slicing (mining under a mat that, together with caved capping, follows the mining 
downward in successive stages). 

D. Combinations of supported and caved stopes. (As shrinkage stoping with pillar caving, cut-
and-fill stoping with top slicing of pillars, etc. 



 

Q2. Definitions of important terms used in underground metal 
        mining methods. 

Ans:-   

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

  



 

Q3. Explain Overhand stoping method. 
(a) Overhand stopping : The two levels enclosing an ore block are connected by raises at 
interval, 25-40m and stopping starts from one direction only. The stopping operation proceeds 
from lower main level towards the upper main level and ore is extracted in an ascending 
manner. Horizontal slices are taken parallel with the haulage level. If the ore body has a mild 
gradient which prevents gravitation of blasted ore, scrapers are used to collect and load it into 
mine cars. In the method of overhand stoping with stull timbering the preparatory arrangement 
consists in driving roof haulage drift and raise from lower level to upper level. If the ore body is 
not steep and nearly 3m in thickness. Overhand stopping is replaced by room and pillar method 
of stopping. In thick ore body (nearly 3m and above) stopping dipping the overhand method of 
stopping is usually changed to shrinkage method or sub-level method of stoping. 

 Condition :  

1. The thickness is selected is upto 4.5m. 
2. The ore body required strong. 
3. Both hangwall and footwall should be strong. 
4. The inclination of ore body is 40°-90°. 

 

               Preparation : 

1. Preparation are made for ventilation supply of power, supply of material, addition man 
power and additional handling of production. 

2. The lower level is prepared for ore transport. 
 

Development : 

1. The ore body is approached from the shaft, inclines or adits. 
2. The ore body is further approached by cross-cuts, set regular interval from shaft and 

inclines. 
3. When cross-cut touch the ore body, the ore body is developed by driving the levels or 

caompanion levels at their horizons. 
4. These levels are inter connected at regular intervals, by raise or winzes. 
5. The raise and winzes are connecting the upper and lower level. 
6. When the development of two adjecnet levels is complete the stopping operation is 

under taken. 
 

Advantages : 

1. The full advantages of gravitational force is taken from face. 
2. Blasting efficiency is high. 
3. The broken ore fall away from face. 
4. The danger is less. 
5. Ventilation is good. 
6. The dust and smokes can be easily cleared. 

 



 

Disadvatages : 

1. Setting of platform cann’t done easily. 
2. Sometimes drilling creates problems. 
3. No. of benches blasted are 3-4 only. 
4. Muck falls on body of workers. 
5. Not suitable for weak ore body. 
6. Selective mining is not possible. 

 
 
 
Q4. Explain Open stoping method.       

Open stoping with pillar support : 

It is two types (a) open stopping with casual pillars and (b) room and pillar method of mining. 

Open stopping with casual pillar : It is more convenient to drill and blast everything in the 
stope to keep mining costs to a reasonably minimum level. 

Room and pillar method of mining : It is a standard method of development in coal mines in 
India, where the development is followed by depillaring for maximum extraction of coal 
from the standing pillars, supporting the roof over the coal seam. 

Condition :  

1. when ore body is strong. 
2. Hanging wall and footwall are strong. 
3. the ore body thickness is not more than 4-5 mt. 
4. Inclination of ore body is 0° - 30°. 
5. It is poor mineralization of ore body and less costly mineral. 

 
Description : 

1. In this method the ore is extracted in wide rooms separated by pillars provided in regular 
manner for support of hanging wall. 

2. The dimension of room and pillars depends on such factors like stability of hanging wall 
and ore thickness of deposits and rock pressure. 

3. Pillars are generally arranged in regular pattern. 
4. The ore left in the pillars may to some extent be recovered but generally to be required 

as lost. 
 

Application : 

1. Ores with horizontal or flat dip. 
2. Comparatively stable hanging wall and ore. 
3. Ore body upto 12 m thickness. 

 

 



 

Preparation : 

1. The ore block near the boundary is to be stopped first and the stoping operation will be 
carried up to the shaft. 

2. The last ore block is divided in two valves by driving the raise or winze. 
3. The lower level is provided with main haulage and center raise of the block provided with 

trackline of the block. 
 

Development : 

1. Ore body is approached through shaft and cross-cut. 
2. The cross-cuts are located at regular interval of 100mt – 200mt. 
3. When cross-cut touch the ore body the ore body is developed by levels. 
4. Here the size of the cross cut is 3-5m wide and 2-3mt height. 
5. As levels are developed at their horizons, they are interconnected by raises or winzes at 

regular intervals of again 100-200m. 
 

Advantages : 

1. the pressure on hanging wall is distributed on barrier. 
2. It is used for comparatively more depth. 
3. The supervision of work is more effective. 
4. work distribution is more. 
5. More workers can be employed. 
6. working can be well ventilated. 

 

Disadvantages : 

1. the loss of ore in barrier pillar more. 
2. The percentage of extraction is less. 

 

Q5. What are the factors influencing selection of stoping methods.   

Ans:- Factor affecting methods of stopping : 

1. Thickness of ore body : There are ore bodies which are thin, thick and extra ore bodies. 
Thin ore bodies are suitable to work with breast-stopping method. 

2. Dip of the ore body : The ore bodies with low inclination and not extending 35° inclination 
are suitable for breast stopping method. 

3. Character of ore bodies : Some of the ore bodies are strong and some of the ore bodies 
are weak. 

4. Character of walls : Some cases the hanging wall or footwall of ore bodies are strong 
and in some cases either the hanging wall or footwall or both may be weak. 

5. Cost of ore bodies : Some of  the ore bodies contain, costly minerals and some of the 
ore bodies costly due to rich mineralization. 

6. Nature of Mineralization of ore body : The ore body contain low percentage of mineral 
can be worked by breast stopping method. 



 

7. Continuity of ore body : Some of the ore bodies are continuous and regular ore bodies 
are worked by timer stopped method and shrinkage stopping method. 

8. Cost of supports and availability : In case of timber stope method and top slicing method 
regular supply is supplied. 

9. Depth of the ore body from surface : When ore bodies are at shallow depth the harrying 
bore method can be used. 

10. The shape, size and regularity of the deposit. 
11. Mineralogical character and value of ore and the distribution of values. 
12. The dip, width and strength of the ore. 
13. Nature of overburden. 
14. Surface features : their support vis-à-vis caving. 
15. Possibility of dilution of ore with waste. 

 

 


